A functional central limit theorem is proved for the number of solutions (p, q) of the inequality \qco -p\ < f{q)q~ , q < n (respectively 0 < qo) -p < f(q)q~ , q < n ) for some functions / having a positive limit.
INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT
Let Q be the set of irrational numbers in (0, 1) and let Se be the class of its Borel subsets.
Given a function f(q) of the positive integer q with 0 < f(q) < 1/2, define An(co) = AfJco) = # i(p, q) e N x N* : \qco -p\ < ^ , i < q < " j Assume that J2f(q)q~ diverges. For fairly general /, the theorems of LeVeque, Erdös, and Schmidt ([5] , [3] , [9] , [4] ) show that Afn ~ 2£9<^/(í)í7_1 ( = 6(«), say) a.e., thus improving a classical theorem of Khintchine. Philipp [6, §3] proved, in accordance with a conjecture of LeVeque [5b] , the asymptotic normality of A^-n (explicitly, that 6(«)-1' (Ay "-b(n)) tends to the standard normal law) and that of other related quantities, for / satisfying, besides other conditions, lim f(q) = 0 ; also, [6] contains results of law of iterated logarithm type in this case (in addition, the theorems in [7] -see the introduction-would yield almost sure invariance principles).
Moreover, in [6, p. 43] it is asserted that, with appropriate norming constants, similar results would continue to hold for nonincreasing functions / for which f(q) = c + 0((logq)~x~e) for some constants e > 0 and 0 < c < 10-3.
In this paper, we prove a functional central limit theorem (invariance principle) for AW(A*) under a slightly weaker assumption on /.
We fix some notation. We will denote by k the Lebesgue measure on (SI, 38). If p is any probability measure on this space we shall write F for the corresponding expectation operator and -A(£) for the law of a random element c¡ defined on (Sl,3 §, p); moreover, if p is absolutely continuous with respect to k, we shall write p < k. For the concepts of Skorohod space, Wiener measure, and weak convergence of probability measures, which shall be denoted by ->w , we refer to [2] .
The following result has a version in C([0, 1]).
Theorem. Let f(q) be a nonincreasing function of the positive integer q such that 0<f(q) < 1/2 and f(q) = c + o rlo8(lo8g)j for some comtant o < c < 1/2.
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Proof
Given oe e SI, let oe = [0, ax(oe), a2(oe), ...] be its simple continued fraction expansion. We will deal also with the following quantities:
xn(co) = [an(co), an+x(co), ...], p0(co) = 0,px(co) = I, P"(co) = an(co)pn_x(oe) + pn_2(oj) if « >2, qQ(co) = I, qx(co) = ax(co), qn(co) = an(co)qn_x(co) + qn_2(co) if « >2,
It is well known that endowing (SI, (we write q lf.,(co) = q (co), etc.). In order to prove the inequality in (6) , note that if (p, q) belongs to the set defining ß then, by (1) and (3), p = rp _x(co), n q = rqT _x(co) with a positive integer r < ((l/2)wT (oj))[/2 .
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Step In place of r we will deal first with f which is defined by In order to verify (a) it is enough to prove that sup >1 Epg. < oo. First, we observe that for every j > 1 and co e SI, if r(co) > 1 we have fj(co) = max{r 6 N* : r < (f(ryj)Uj(co))l/2} ; in fact, since / is nonincreasing, if r, r are positive integers, r < r, and r belongs to the set defining f-(cw), then r also belongs to that set. Thus we have, for each j > 1, (9') ?j{o>) = o&Uj(a>)<j±p¡, and r2 (r + I)2 (9") for every r e N*, fi(co) = r<^-7}-r < uAco) < -777-tt-t • These relations show that \g¡\ < 1 if ?, = 0 and that Hence k(JJlr) < 36 1~ r~ when j > 1 and we obtain a similar bound for ;'= 1 using the fact that Sfp(xx)(dt) = I{X oo)(f)(í(í+-1) log2)_1 dt. This proves (12).
On the other hand, since a. < u-, there exists a constant K' such that (13) aj<K'r2 onJjlr.
From (10)-(13), which are valid for ; > 1 and / > 2, we conclude that {t]j} satisfies (c) of Lemma 1 (for j > 1, / = 1, Fp(« -Ep(nÁJAjX)) < 4supjEpr]2 < oc). Therefore SAßf) -+w W.
Step 3. We want to replace Epf} in Ay by a constant. First we prove that (14) \Epfj -E¡f}\ = 0(s[) for some ^ e (0, 1).
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The preceding step shows that for some constant F, Ep (r -fA < In order to prove (16), first observe that, given a sequence of positive integers OX«)} (to be defined later), the quantity there is
Write f(q) = c + e(<7)log(log#)(log#) (17) is 0(5(ny\(yj{n))) for this j(n).
As indicated above, we deduce the convergence of AA? (A^).
Step 4. The r. satisfy similar relations to (9):
and, for every r e N*, Therefore, since r. < f., which is due to the monotonicity of / and the fact that q,x > y¡ (see [1, (4.8) Step 5. By a well-known theorem of Khintchine, \imkk~x logqk = B := 7t2/ (12 log 2) a.e. This and (4) In order to complete the proof, observe that by (5) and (6) sup \in(t)-£\t)\<(n2l(l2c))ll2((3l2)ll2nn + 2crn) a.e., «€[0,1] and use (19) and (20).
(II) Convergence of Ç* . Minor modifications in (I) are needed. We merely remark that since a convergent pk(co)/qk(co) is less than co if and only if k is even, (5) is true for A^ if in the sum of the right member j runs through odd values and ßn is suitably defined; then the inequality in (6) also holds.
